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Alternative Affirmations for a New Year

I thought instead of an
editorial this month I would
share with you something I
found on the internet at
www.humormatters.com

1. As I let go of my feelings
of guilt, I am in touch with
my inner sociopath.
2. I have the power to
channel my imagination into
ever-soaring levels of
suspicion and paranoia.

3. I assume full responsibility for my actions, except
the ones that are someone
else's fault.
4. In some cultures what
I do would be considered
normal.

5. My intuition nearly makes
up for my lack of wisdom and
judgment.

6. I need not suffer in
silence while I can still moan,
whimper, and complain.

7. When someone hurts me,
I know that forgiveness is
cheaper than a lawsuit, but
not nearly as rewarding.

move my computer into the
bedroom.

9. Blessed are the flexible,
for they can tie themselves
in knots.

16. The complete lack of

8. I am at one with my
duality.

15. I will no longer waste my
time reliving the past; I will
spend it worrying about the
future?

evidence is the surest
proof that the conspiracy
is working.
17. Before I criticize a
man, I walk a mile in his
shoes. That way, if he
gets angry, he's a mile away and barefoot.

10. I will strive to live each
day as if it were my 50th
birthday.

11. I honor and express all
facets of my being, regardless of state and local laws.

12. Today I will gladly share
my experience and advice, for
there are no sweeter words
than "I told you so!"
13. A scapegoat is almost as
good as a solution.

14. Just for today, I will not
sit in my living room all day in
my underwear. Instead, I will
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The Michael Trixx magic
show is a fast paced,
adrenaline-based night of
magic. Due to his past and
present passion for Rock n’
Roll music, the amazing
effects you will witness are
backed with many of Trixx
favorite tunes, which only
accent his rock star-like
appearance and attitude.
The unique style of Trixx
presentation will keep you on
the edge of your seat and
possibly prevent you from
blinking. Along with all the
excitement there are also
many bits of humor
throughout the show. This
show will entertain both
young and old. Children are
captivated by Michael's
magic and his magnetic
personality. Adults simply
enjoy and admire the
fantastic performance ability
this man possesses.
Trixx show consists of
many magical effects, from
the appearance and vanishing

of live doves and his magic
bunny “Hocus Pocus” to
levitations, productions of
various objects, they simply
appear from bandannas,
newspapers and whatever
else may be within arms
reach, you'll also see a
confetti blizzard appear
from literally nowhere!
Michael ends this quality
magic act with a fire eating
demonstration second
to none!
This is a must see show,
sure to entertain and leave
you with a new sense of
wonder and amazement.
You can find Michael Trixx at
the Island Grill, Islamorada
(305) 664-8400,
Wednesdays and Saturdays
at 8 PM, Thursdays at
Snooks Bayside at sunset,
Key Largo (305) 453-3799,
and Morada Bay, Islamorada
at 10:30 PM, (305) 664-0604
and Fridays at the Oceanview
(O.V.) Islamorada at 11 PM,
(305) 664-8052.

